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Small specialized sensor devices capable of both reporting on environmental factors and interacting with the environment are becoming increasingly ubiquitous, reliable and inexpensive. This transformation has enabled domain sciences to create “instruments at large” – dynamic and often self-organizing groups of sensors whose outputs are capable of being aggregated and correlated to support experiments organized around specific questions. This calls for an infrastructure that can support remote administration of sensors, relies on protocols that can withstand unreliable communications, and extend storage capability that can scale to support many data producing sensors, many different data types, and many end user requests. In this work we present protocols and a cloud-based data store called “WaggleDB” that address the above challenges. The system efficiently aggregates and stores data from sensor networks and enables users to query the data sets. The “WaggleDB” data store incorporates a scalable multi-tier architecture with individually scalable layers toward overcoming the challenges.

**Architecture**

**User side**
- Admin: execute commands on node controller
- Data user: query data through CQL or SQL

**Cloud side**
- Write buffer: message queues and consumers
- Storage: Column-Oriented database
- Data query layer: Query execution engine support standard SQL

**Sensor side**

**Scalability on Client and Server side**
- Single queue server saturates with 32 clients scale
- System performance degrades gracefully when saturated

**Speedup**
- Speedup = $T_1 / T_n$
- Workload concurrency level associate to speedup: system not fully saturated

**Bandwidth**
- Bandwidth increases with scales AND message sizes (within 10KB)
- Implies benefit of message batching
- Network was not saturated

**Latency**
- Latency within 6ms on 32 nodes
- System scales well
- Message size doesn’t impact much

**Conclusion**
- Good performance and scalability at different concurrency levels
- Aggregating data and sending in batch has higher bandwidth

**Future work**
- Collecting and process data from city/state scale
- Advanced data analytics
- Integrated data portal for web apps